Important COVID-19 Information
The Minnesota Business Aviation Association (MBAA) is committed to bringing you
high caliber events to expand your network and help your career and business grow.
We continually strive to create worthwhile events while recognizing the need to keep
our members educated as well as safe. We continue to watch and follow CDC
guidelines and state recommendations. As a consequence, we tailor events
considering what is reasonable for our guests and our sponsor partners. Although
some events will be on digital platforms, our in-person member events may need to
adopt safety practices that limit member exposure. MBAA, in collaboration with
medical and governmental authorities, will adopt protocols for attendees, exhibitors,
vendors and other partners to protect the health of all participants. These protocols
may include requirements such as wearing a face covering and maintaining
appropriate physical distance.
COVID-19 Participant Guidelines: The safety and well-being of event participants
is MBAA’s highest priority. MBAA will adopt protocols for attendees, exhibitors,
vendors and other partners to protect the health of all participants. These protocols
may include requirements such as wearing a face covering and maintaining
appropriate physical distance. More information will be available before each event,
posted on the MBAA website, and will be sent to all registered attendees. ALL
PARTICIPANTS MUST COMPLY WITH THESE GUIDELINES AS
IMPLEMENTED BY THE MBAA AND THE VENUE.
COVID-19 Liability Waiver/Assumption of Risk: All participants at MBAA events
acknowledge that their participation is completely voluntary and that they understand
the dangers of COVID-19 and the risks of exposure. All participants further
acknowledge that they assume all risks associated with COVID-19 in connection with
attendance at MBAA events, including risks to their own health and the health of
others with whom they may come in contact during or after an MBAA event.
(“Assumed Risks”). Additionally, all participants at an MBAA event agree, on behalf
of themselves, their heirs and assigns, and anyone who might assert a claim on their
behalf, to release, indemnify and hold harmless MBAA, the MBAA venues, MBAA
partners and their respective owners, directors, officers, employees, representatives,
heirs and assigns from any and all liability, claims or causes of action that may be
released under applicable law arising from or relating to the Assumed Risks. This
release includes any claims for personal injury, disease, death, property loss or any
other loss, including but not limited to claims of negligence and any right to seek
damages.
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